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Abstract—Mobile social networks have gained tremendous
popularity among hundreds of millions of Internet users due
to their fast information spreading and strong inter-person influ-
ence. However, the high complexity of social interactions and the
intrinsic dynamics of mobile social networks make it challenging
to model the spreading mechanism delicately and enable precise
prediction of information diffusion. In this paper, we are the
first to exploit physical hydrodynamics to model the process
of information diffusion in mobile social networks. With our
proposed hydrodynamic information diffusion prediction model
(hydro-IDP), we can accurately capture the information diffusion
process from both temporal and spatial perspectives, and shed
more light on the information spreading characteristics (e.g.,
information popularity, user influence, social platform diffusivity,
etc.). We also conduct a large-scale trace-driven validation to
verify the accuracy of our model. The results show that the
hydro-IDP model is competent to characterize and predict the
process of information propagation in mobile social networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of 5G mobile communication sys-
tems [1] [2], everything and everyone have been connected to
form a new network, i.e., social networks. In recent years, the
mobile social networks (MSNs) (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, Digg,
etc.) have tremendously grown up, and the information in
various forms, such as text, picture, audio, and video, is spread
effectively through these mobile social networks. Undoubtedly,
information exchange over MSNs has become more and more
popular and changed people’s daily life and the way they
communicate with their friends and family members.

The massive scale of information contents has accelerated
research on information diffusion in MSNs. These research
results can help people understand the process of the informa-
tion spreading better, facilitating the prediction of those social
activities more effectively [3]. But it is highly challenging to
analyze the mechanism of information diffusion because of
the complexity of social interactions and network dynamics
of MSNs.

There are two main categories of diffusion models in the
prior research, i.e., the explanatory models and the predictive
models [3]. The explanatory models strive to retrace the
spreading path of the information in MSNs. Most of them
have focused on the measurement and analysis of the network
structures [4]–[7], user interactions [8]–[13], and spreading
characteristics of the social media, such as empirical approach-
es [14] which utilize data mining [15], [16] and statistical

modeling schemes [17]–[19].
The objective of predictive models is to predict how a

specific diffusion process would unfold in a given network,
based on the research results of the past process of the in-
formation spreading, such as the independent cascades model
[18], [20], [21] and the linear threshold model which are
established based on static graph structure [24]–[26]. Several
studies for information diffusion on temporal pattern are based
on epidemic model [27], [28] and linear influence model [5],
and a few recent effects use a partial differential equation
model to predict the information diffusion on both temporal
and spatial dimensions [22], [23], [29].

In this work, we propose a hydrodynamic model to describe
the information diffusion process in the MSNs. To the best of
our knowledge, this article is the first attempt to use hydrody-
namic model to study the information diffusion process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we introduce the theoretical framework for the Hydro-IDP
model. In Section III, we present the spatio-temporal patterns
in a real dataset collected from Sina micro-blog site, and
validate the proposed hydro-IDP model in terms of predicting
the information diffusion process. After that, we study the
information spreading characteristics such as the information
popularity, the influence of the information publisher, the
website diffusivity, etc. Finally, we conclude the whole paper
and discuss the future work in Section IV.

II. FRAMEWORK FOR IDP THROUGH HYDRODYNAMIC
MODEL

A. Framework of the Hydro-IDP Model

The proposed Hydro-IDP model includes the following
functional components: data acquisition and analysis, hy-
drodynamic modeling, parameter setting and the specified
information diffusion prediction as a goal. In Fig.1, we provide
a flow diagram to illustrate the concept of the Hydro-IDP
model.

More specifically, it includes three main steps below:
1) Determine the initial conditions for the hydro-IDP model

from the specified information. We should determine
the initial energy density distribution and its maximum
value, and the initial source radius.

2) Obtain the common parameters, such as flow velocity,
step width of time and space, for the hydro-IDP model
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Fig. 1. The framework of Hydro-IDP.

by comparing the past datasets with the modeling re-
sults of the spatial-temporal density distribution of the
influenced users for information.

3) Predict the diffusion and influence of a specified infor-
mation.

Hydrodynamic frame and the determination of the common
parameters are the key components of the hydro-IDP model.
So we provide more detailed discussions of these components
later.

B. Hydrodynamic Frame

The hydrodynamic model is based on a set of partial
differential equations widely used in the physics, engineering
and meteorology, etc [30]. In the ideal situation, the spatio-
temporal diffusion of any flowing quantity can be modeled
through hydrodynamic model with an initial condition and
an equation of state, while ignoring the detail of the interior
interaction. To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the
first to utilize hydrodynamic model for information flow. In
MSNs, the formulation of the conservation law is similar
to that for spatial biology [29], [31], and one can model
the evolution of the information flow with hydrodynamics
by extend the discrete points of the information flow into a
continuous interval.

In this work, we use a quantity of the density of the
influenced users to present the evolution of the information
flow and then model the information diffusion in mobile social
networks through hydrodynamics. First, we give the physical
meaning of the model parameters and their counterpart defi-
nition in OSNs in Table I.

With these parameters, the ideal hydrodynamic description
for the system of a information diffusion is defined by local
energy density conservations,

∂µ T µν = 0, (1)

where T µν = (E + p)uµ uν − pgµν is the energy-momentum
tensor for ideal fluid, E is the energy density and p is the
pressure in the local rest frame of a fluid element moving

with velocity uµ . In our model, we define the invariant-
time coordinate as X µ = (t,r), and the metric tensor as
gµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) [30].

Considering the cyber-distance of friendship hops in mobile
social networks and the isotropic diffusion, the hydrodynamic
equation (1) can be written as below in the spherical symmetry
frame

∂tE +∂r[(E + p)v] =−2v
r
(E + p),

∂tM+∂r(Mv+ p) =−2v
r

M, (2)

where M is a so-called momentum density which corresponds
to the energy density E.

In this paper, the algorithm leading to the solution to
the hydrodynamic equations (2) is based on the Godunov
method [32], which introduces finite cells and computes fluxes
between cells using the Riemann problem solution for each
cell boundary, and solves the Riemann problem by using the
Harten-Lax-van Leer-Einfeldt (HLLE) solver [33]. To close
the hydrodynamic equations (1), we simply use the equation
of states of ideal flow, p = 2/3 E.

III. IDP WITH HYDRODYNAMIC MODEL

A. Characteristics of information diffusion in real dataset

The dataset used in this article is collected from the most
popular microblogging social network in China, i.e, Sina
micro-blog. It includes some of representative video tweets
which have propagated through friendship in a month. When
a video tweet is published by a source user, his/her followers
are able to see and repost/comment this video tweet, and
so on. So the dataset provides us an opportunity to study
the impact of the friendship relationship of the information
spreading. It is necessary and also important to study and
predict the information diffusion through social networks
which are especially built on friendship pattern.

To be more specific, the datasets consist of 6500 video
tweets that were propagated on Sina micro-blog during May
2012 to February 2013. We collect the user property of
all repost/comment actions for each video tweet, such as
the user ID, follower-counts, friendships relationship, action
timestamp, etc. We consider the users who have reposted
or commented the tweets as influenced users. In total, there
are more than 200 million user records cast on these video
tweets. These action data of the timestamps and friendship
hops provide the opportunity to calculate the density of the
influenced user in both temporal and spatial dimensions. In
this paper we analyze all of the video tweets and demonstrate
the results of three representative tweets of different following-
user scales. Tweet 1 is the most popular one with 92992
followings, tweet 2 and tweet 3 have been followed 65660
and 35401 times, respectively.

Fig.2 (a) shows the distributions of the influenced user with
time of three representative video tweets. We can find that 95
percent influenced users repost or comment the tweets in eight
days for all three tweets. We also find from Fig.2 (b) that 98



TABLE I
MODEL PARAMETERS VS. DEFINITION IN MSNS

Symbol Physical Meaning Definition in OSNs

S the centre space-time point. the information publisher.

E (T ) the energy density (temperature) of flow. the popularity of the information.

R the initial source radius. the influence of the publisher.

v the initial flow velocity. the diffusivity of the social platform.

r the space distance. the friendship hops between users.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Density of the influenced users for three representative tweets with (a) days as time; (b) friendship hops as distance.

percent influenced users repost or comment the tweets in six
friendship hops as distance. So we only present the results
for influenced users of time 1 to 8 days and distance 1 to 5
friendship hops in the later of our work.

Fig.3 (a-c) illustrate the density of influenced users at 1 to 5
friendship hops over 8 days for three tweets which have been
shown in fig.2. Each line represents the density at a certain
distance.

We have also shown the density of the influenced users with
time and distance for other tweets such as (b) and (c) in the
Fig.3. There are only 6.7 and 3.8 percent of the total tweets,
respectively. The density of influenced users of 2 friendship
hops away is higher than that of users 1 friendship hops away
in Fig.3 (b). This is because that there are more influential
users who have reposted the tweet of 15 than the most case
which less than 3, and then obviously improve the spreading
of this tweet in the distance 2. In our work, we consider the
user which has more than one hundred thousand followers as
an influential user. In picture (c), we can find a sudden rise of
the density at the seventh day (i.e., New Year’s day), which
further promotes the information spreading.

Our analysis results have shown that almost 87.3 percent of
all the tweets in our dataset fall into the category of tweet1.
The density of influenced users evolves with time and becomes
stable at the fifth day. This illustrates that the tweet is no longer
‘new’ and has stopped its spreading process. The density of
influenced users at distance 1 is higher than that of users with
hops greater than 1. This indicates that the direct link of the
friendship plays an important role in information diffusion.

In Fig.4, the dash lines illustrate the density of influenced
users of the most popular tweet 1 from a different perspective.
We give the density value with distance of friendship hops
for the different time from 1 to 7 days. This picture shows
the spatio-temporal distribution of the influenced users for the
tweet. We can see that the density value decreased obviously
with time and distance.

B. Results of hydro-IDP model

The past empirical study shows that the result of the
information diffusion presents different temporal and spatial
patterns with a variety of reasons, such as spreading platform,
structure of the social network, the detail rapid change of
the network, the social interaction, and so on. Such elements
make it more challenging to analyze and predict information
diffusion. In this subsection, we propose a hydro-IDP model
to give the spatio-temporal evolution of tweets. By using
hydrodynamics, one can model the spatio-temporal evolution
of the source density distribution once one provides the initial
condition and the equation of state, without considering the
detail of the interaction of the users and the change of mobile
social networks.

In Fig.4, the solid lines are the density of influenced users
for the model results. In our model validation, we fix the
flow velocity v = 1 for Sina micro-blog platform, and give an
initial source with radius r = 5 which corresponds to the tweet
publisher’s 1.5 million followers scale. And then we adjust the
initial temperature (corresponding to the initial energy density)
of the source decrease linearly from maximum T = 300
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Fig. 3. (Color online) Density of the influenced users for three type of tweets over 8 days with friendship hops as distance.
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Fig. 4. (Color online) Model results vs. Actual data of the density of
influenced users for tweet1 with distance for different time from 1 to 7 days.

to 0. We also choose 50 time steps of the hydrodynamic
model correspond to 1 days of the information spreading, this
choice takes into account both result accuracy and the model
efficiency. The 100 space steps of the model correspond to the
initial radius of the source and 1 distance of friendship hops.

To quantify the accuracy of the model results, we calculate
the accuracy, Ap, of the hydrodynamic model as follows,

Ap =
|Vp −Va|

Va
, (3)

where Vp is the model value and Va is the actual data value. In
table III we list the accuracy for model results by comparing
with the actual data of distance 1 to 5 and time of days 1
to 6 of the tweet 1. The hydro-IDP model gives the average
accuracy of 81.82 percent at distance 1 and 76.70 percent for
the first three hops.

Our studies have shown that by using hydro-IDP model

with a few proper parameters, one can model the information
diffusion and represent the active data accurately. The model
parameters could offer a reference for predicting the informa-
tion diffusion. If we can classify the information population,
we can further use the hydrodynamic model with the param-
eters of user influence and the social platform diffusivity to
predict the information diffusion.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this article, we have proposed a hydro-IDP model to
represent the information diffusion in the mobile social net-
works. Through measuring the density of influenced users at
the certain distance and the certain time, we characterize the
information spreading process in both temporal and spatial
dimensions for a real dataset collected from Sina micro-blog
website. And then we model the information diffusion by using
the hydrodynamics and study carefully the contribution for
promoting information diffusion by the information popularity,
user influence and the diffusivity of the social platform. Our
results show that the model achieves a prediction accuracy of
76.70 percent for the majority of tweets in the real dataset.
This result indicates that one can further predict the influence
of a given information with a few of normal parameters which
could be determined with the past dataset.

In the next step, we plan to extend the hydro-IDP model
by considering the superimposed effect for several influential
users in the information spreading process. The extended
hydro-IDP model also hopefully model the cross-platform
diffusion of the information. In addition, the flow temperature
corresponds the information popularity at a certain time and
distance, and the information diffusion rate with the popularity
is also of interests.
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